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ABSTRACT: Near-field manipulation in plasmonic nano-
cavities can provide various applications in nanoscale science
and technology. In particular, a gap plasmon in a scanning
tunneling microscope (STM) junction is of key interest to
nanoscale imaging and spectroscopy. Here we show that
spectral features of a plasmonic STM junction can be
manipulated by nanofabrication of Au tips using focused ion
beam. An exemplary Fabry−Peŕot type resonator of surface
plasmons is demonstrated by producing the tip with a single
groove on its shaft. Scanning tunneling luminescence spectra
of the Fabry−Peŕot tips exhibit spectral modulation resulting
from interference between localized and propagating surface
plasmon modes. In addition, the quality factor of the plasmonic Fabry−Peŕot interference can be improved by optimizing the
overall tip shape. Our approach paves the way for near-field imaging and spectroscopy with a high degree of accuracy.
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Manipulation of near-field properties, such as a spectral
response, optical coupling to far fields, and local field

enhancement, by using metallic nanostructures is a foundation
of plasmonics, providing a wide range of applications in
nanooptics,1 single-molecule sensing,2 and enhancement of
photovoltaics,3 and photochemistry.4 Advances of nanoscale
fabrication techniques have allowed one to control surface
plasmons at metal−dielectric interfaces,5 leading to the
discovery of exotic properties of near-field optics such as the
extraordinary high transmission through subwavelength holes.6

Plasmon excitation in nanoscale cavities is of particular
importance due to dramatic enhancement and extreme
confinement of an electromagnetic field,7 which results in
strong light−matter interactions.8

Plasmonic nanocavities formed by a sharp tip of a scanning
probe microscope and a surface play a central role in nanoscale
imaging and spectroscopy well below the diffraction limit and
even down to the single-molecule level. Scanning near-field
optical microscopy (SNOM) is today widely used to resolve
surface morphologies with a typical spatial resolution of 10−20
nm.9,10 Furthermore, tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
(TERS) has attracted increasing attention as powerful
vibrational nanospectroscopy.11−14 In addition, scanning
tunneling luminescence (STL) can be used to investigate
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) confined in
nanoscale cavities15 and more recently has demonstrated
highly accurate single-molecule spectroscopy.16−23 These

studies open up new opportunities to elucidate fundamental
aspects of near-field physics and chemistry with (sub)-
nanometer spatial resolution. From this perspective, active
control of plasmonic properties in scanning tunneling micro-
scope (STM) junctions is one important technical milestone
but the correlation between the LSPR and the tip geometry has
been examined only qualitatively.24−26 Here we report an
attempt to manipulate LSPR in STM junctions by nano-
fabricating Au tips using focused ion beam (FIB) and
demonstrate spectral modulation through a Fabry−Perot
type interference of surface plasmons.
Figure 1a,b shows scanning electron microscope (SEM)

images of an electrochemically etched Au tip before and after
FIB fabrication (the latter is denoted as FIB-tip hereafter). A
typical apex diameter of ∼20 nm is obtained (Figure 1c). The
STL spectra recorded over the Ag(111) surface at 78 K
(Figure 1d) show a single broad peak resulting from LSPR
excitation in the junction which in good agreement with
electrodynamic simulations.27 Although the FIB-tip may
contain embedded Ga atoms, the STL intensity was not
much different from standard tips prepared by electrochemical
etching. Figure 1d also shows the bias voltage dependence of
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the STL spectra and the emission intensity becomes stronger
at higher voltages. Quenching of light emission at short
wavelengths arises from the quantum cutoff28 at low voltages
and from the 5d → 6sp interband transition of Au at high
voltages.29

We found that the STL spectra can be modulated by
plasmonic Febry−Peŕot interference. Such an interference has
been examined previously in several different plasmonic
nanostructures such as nanowires30−33 and thin metal films
with a slit/groove pair.34−36 The LSPR excitation in an STM
junction occurs through inelastic electron tunneling,15 which
also launches propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
on the tip shaft as well as on the sample surface.37 In order to
reflect the propagating modes back to the apex, a single groove
was fabricated on the smooth tip shaft at a distance L from the
apex. In Figure 2b, the groove (725 nm long and 100 nm
deep) is located at 3 μm away from the apex. Reflection of the
SPPs at the groove results in standing wave formation on the
tip shaft, which couples to the localized mode in the junction
and causes spectral modulation in light emission from the
junction. As shown later (Figure 4), light emission also occurs
at the groove.
Figure 2c shows the voltage-dependent STL spectra

obtained with the grooved tip. The spectra exhibit a periodic
oscillation caused by the Febry−Peŕot type interference on the
tip shaft. The emission intensity increases with increasing the
bias voltage and the peak positions are slightly blue-shifted at
long wavelengths (>650 nm, see Supporting Information).
However, the peak positions are independent of the tunneling
current (bottom panel of Figure 2d) and the STL intensity
linearly depends on the current (see Supporting Information).
The increase of the tunneling current also leads to a decrease
of the tip−surface distance. A change in the current from 0.5 to

20 nA approximately corresponds to a relative displacement of
1−2 Å. The STL intensity (i.e., local field enhancement) is
determined by the tip−surface distance and/or the amount of
tunneling electrons that excite the LSPR in the junction via an
inelastic tunneling process. The linear dependence of the STL
intensity on the tunneling current suggests that the latter
contribution is dominant.
To understand the plasmonic Fabry-Peŕot interference

observed for the grooved tip, we performed numerical
simulations of the plasmonic response in the STM junction
upon excitation by an oscillating point dipole located under the
tip and oriented along the tip axis (see Supporting Information
for details). The tip shape was taken from the SEM image
(Figure 2b). Figure 2e displays the electric field distribution at
610 nm excitation simulated for a grooved tip with L = 3 μm,
revealing the standing wave formation on the tip shaft. The
simulated wavelength dependence of the electric field in the
junction (see top panel of Figure 2d) shows that the peak
positions coincide with experiment. This result corroborates
that the spectral modulation of the grooved tip occurs through
the plasmonic Fabry−Peŕot interference. The formation of
similar standing wave patterns on plasmonic nanotips (Au
tapers) has been observed in real-space using electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS).38−40 As discussed in previous
studies,39,40 the taper structure can support not only the
fundamental azimuthal mode (m = 0) but also higher-order
modes (m ≥ 1). However, because only the radially symmetric
m = 0 mode can be supported at the apex, this mode is
expected to be excited predominantly by the STM excitation,
whereas the m ≥ 1 modes exhibit a cutoff behavior at a
distance from the apex.41,42

The plasmonic Fabry−Peŕot resonance can be tuned by the
groove position. Figure 3a shows the STL spectra obtained for
tips with a groove at L = 3, 6, and 10 μm and the peak spacing
decreases with distance. For the Au−vacuum interface, the
propagation length of the SPP is estimated to be 30−80 μm in
the wavelength range of 500−750 nm (by assuming a simple
Drude model). Thus, the SPP can propagate between the apex
and the groove along the tip shaft and may undergo several
reflections (round trips). Figure 3b shows the Fourier spectra
with the wave vector of the surface plasmon polariton (kspp)
calculated by the Drude model for a planar Au−vacuum
interface. The Fourier spectra exhibit a single peak but higher-
order peaks are absent, indicating a significant decay (loss) of
the SPPs due to damping into the metal as well as coupling to
far-field radiation at the apex and the groove. Under such a low
quality (Q) factor condition, the emission intensity (I) from
the apex (or analogous from the groove) can be approximated
by

I E E E E2 cos( )LSP
2

SPP
2

LSP SPP ϕ≈ + + (1)

where ELSP and ESPP correspond to the amplitude of the
localized mode at the apex (or groove) and the propagating
SPPs, whereas the third term accounts for their interference.
Scattering of the SPPs to far-field radiation can be neglected on
the shaft since coupling of the surface bound wave to free
space does not occur in case of extremely low surface
roughness43 as obtained from the FIB milling. The phase
factor of the modulation due to the SPP reflection is given by

k L2 spp 0ϕ ϕ= + (2)

Figure 1. FIB fabrication of an Au tip and STL spectra. (a,b) SEM
images of an Au tip before and after FIB milling. (c) Magnified SEM
image of the tip apex of the FIB fabricated tip. (d) Bias voltage
dependence of STL spectra measured over the Ag(111) surface with
the FIB-tip (It = 9 nA, Vbias is indicated in the figure).
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where kSPP is the SPP wave vector and ϕ0 accounts for an
additional (unknown) phase shift upon SPPs reflection at the
groove. Although we could not determine ϕ0, previous studies
estimated it to be on the order of π for Au thin films with the

double-slit or slit-groove pair structures.36,44 The SPP wave
vector is given by kSPP = k0neff where k0 = 2π/λ is the free-space
wave vector (λ, wavelength) and neff is the effective refractive
index which is, for a simple planar metal−dielectric interface,

Figure 2. STL spectra of a grooved tip. (a,b) SEM image of the FIB processed Au tip with a groove located 3 μm away from the tip apex. (c) Bias
voltage dependence of STL spectra measured over the Ag(111) surface with the grooved tip (It = 1 nA, Vbias is indicated in the figure). (d)
Tunneling current dependence of STL spectra measured over the Ag(111) surface with the grooved tip (Vbias = 2.5 V, It is indicated in the figure).
The top panel shows the wavelength dependence of the numerically simulated electric field inside the junction 2 Å below the apex. (e) Normalized
electric field distribution plotted on a logarithmic scale simulated for L = 3 μm and at 610 nm. The white lines indicate the tip shape and the black
arrow indicates the position of the Ag surface. The scale bar is 500 nm.

Figure 3. STL spectra of grooved tips with different apex−groove distances. (a) STML spectra measured over the Ag(111) surface using Au tips
with grooves located at L = 3, 6, and 10 μm (Vbias = 2.5 V, It = 9 nA). (b) Fourier spectra of (a) executed for the interpolated data with kspp. (c) The
peak position (1/Δkspp) in (b) is plotted as a function of L.
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given by neff
m d

m d
= ε ε

ε ε+
with the dielectric constant of the

metal (εm) and the surrounding dielectric (εd).
For a tapered conical SPP waveguide like an STM tip, the

effective refractive index varies with the tip radius (r): neff(r) ∝
1/r for r ≪ λ0. The increase of neff with decreasing r leads to
the reduction of the SPP wavelength and its group velocity. As
a consequence of the continuous SPP mode transformation,
the electric field increases toward the taper end (tip apex), so-
called adiabatic nanofocusing.45,46 We analyzed this effect in
our experimental data. Figure 3c plots the peak position that
appears in the Fourier spectra (Figure 3b) as a function of L.
This peak position corresponds to the peak spacing (Δkspp) of
the emission spectra (Figure 3a). For a Fabry−Peŕot
resonance, eq 2 is equal to mπ (m = 0, 1, 2, ...), leading to
the relation of 1/Δkspp = Leff/π. Here Leff is the effective apex−
groove distance, which should be larger than L due to
compression of the SPP wavelength. The experimental result
(Figure 3e) shows a slope of 0.33 (±0.1) ≈ 1/π but the
extrapolation reveals an offset at L = 0 with a slightly positive
intercept. This offset is significant (the error bars are smaller
than the makers at every data point in Figure 3e) and may be
ascribed to the decreasing neff(r) toward the tip apex. A
quantitative simulation of the nanofocusing effect requires a
numerical solution of neff(r). However, the approximated
analytical formula, for example, given in ref 46, could not be
applied here as the eikonal approximation is not appropriate
for the FIB-tip which has an increasing opening angle near the
apex (e.g., Figure 1c).
An additional indication for the Fabry−Peŕot type

interference of the grooved tip can be deduced by spatially
resolving the STL spectra along the apex to the groove. Figure
4a,b displays the SEM image of the grooved tip with L = 10

μm and the STL spectra obtained either from the apex, the
groove, and the section in-between. Light emission occurs both
from the groove and the tip apex, whereas no STL emission is
observed in between. Figure 4b reveals that the intensity
maxima in the emission of the apex correspond to the minima
of the groove and vice versa. This observation will further

support the Fabry−Peŕot type interference, thus the radiation
from the apex and the groove can be considered as reflection
and transmission of a Fabry−Peŕot resonator (etalon)
composed of two reflecting elements facing each other.
The Q-factor of an optical resonator can be tuned by the

reflectance of the opposed mirrors. In order to examine a
similar control, we designed a different tip shape that has a 3
μm polished tip with abruptly terminated by a flat part (see the
SEM image in the inset to Figure 5a). The STL spectrum

(Figure 5a) reveals that the peaks becomes much sharper than
those observed for the grooved tips (Figure 3a), indicating an
enhancement of the Q-factor. This effect is most probably
explained by a significant decrease of the radiative loss of the
SPPs at the reflecting part (flat base). Figure 5b displays the
Fourier spectrum which exhibits higher-order peaks, thus an
enhanced Q-factor. Previous EELS studies found that the
reflectance of the m = 0 mode becomes higher at smaller
opening angles,40 thus the reflectance at the tip apex may also
be tuned by the opening angle
In summary, we showed that near-field properties in a

plasmonic STM junction can be controlled by FIB fabrication
of Au tips. As an exemplary demonstration, the spectral
modulation through a plasmonic Fabry−Peŕot interference was
examined and STL spectroscopy was used to characterize the
light emission. The high degree of freedom to make nanoscale
structures using FIB allows flexible control of gap plasmons in
STM junctions. In addition, the STM geometry provides a
unique opportunity to study remote generation of a spatially
separated localized plasmon modes by tunneling electrons (as
shown in Figure 4), whereby conventional diffraction-limited
plasmonic couplers can be omitted. This mechanism can be
incorporated in plasmonic optoelectronic devices utilizing
remote excitation of surface plasmons.47−50 The control of the
near-field spectral response in STM junctions also makes it
possible to match the plasmonic resonance with resonances in
the electronic structure of molecular systems. This is, for
example, applicable to optimize resonance enhancement
conditions for single-molecule spectroscopy with an optical
near field.51 Moreover, near-field manipulation will also be
useful to elucidate microscopic mechanisms of plasmon-
assisted reactions at the single-molecule level.52 We believe
that our approach paves the way for improving apertureless
SNOM performance and investigating near-field physics and
chemistry in (sub)nanoscale plasmonic cavities with a high
degree of accuracy.

Figure 4. STL spectra recorded at different positions on the grooved
tip. (a) SEM image of the grooved tip with L = 10 μm. (b) STML
spectra obtained at the apex (red), the groove (blue), and in-between
(black) (Vbias = 2.5 V, It = 9 nA).

Figure 5. STL spectrum of a polished tip with a flat base. (a) STL
spectrum obtained with the tip shown in the inset SEM image (Vbias =
2.5 V, It = 6 nA). (b) Fourier spectrum of (a) executed for the
interpolated data with kspp.
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Methods. All experiments were performed in an ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) chamber (base pressure <5 × 10−10 mbar)
equipped with a low-temperature STM (modified UNISOKU
USM-1400) operated with a Nanonis SPM controller. All
measurements were performed at 78 K. The bias voltage (Vbias)
was applied to the sample, and the tip was grounded. The
tunneling current (It) was collected from the tip. The Ag(111)
surface was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering and
annealing up to 670 K. Light emission from the STM junction
is collected by an in situ Ag-coated parabolic mirror (numerical
aperture of ∼0.6) mounted on the cold STM stage and
detected outside of the UHV chamber with a grating
spectrometer (AndorShamrock 303i). The parabolic mirror
was precisely aligned using piezo motors (Attocube GmbH),
which allow three translational and two rotational motions.
The focal point on the tip was adjusted by monitoring the
scattering light of the incident alignment beam that is focused
via the parabolic mirror. The scattered light becomes strong
when the focus is either on the apex or on the groove, whereas
it is significantly weaker on the smooth shaft. We further
confirmed the focus at the tip apex by observing plasmon-
assisted resonant tunneling,53 which is very sensitive to the
local field enhancement and can be used to optimize the focus
position.
The FIB fabrication of electrochemically etched Au tips was

performed with an FEI Helios NanoLab G3 FIB-SEM
DualBeam system and Ga ions were used for milling and the
details are provided in Supporting Information.
Numerical simulations were performed to calculate the

plasmonic response of the STM junction by solving the time-
harmonic wave equation for the electric field within the RF-
Module of COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a. The details are
provided in Supporting Information.
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